INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

DUALCAP INSTALLATION:
1. Grasp the Dark Blue DualCap and remove from the IV Pole Strip®.
2. Twist the Dark Blue DualCap onto the male luer in clockwise direction.

TO REMOVE FOR IV LINE RECONNECTION:
1. Remove the Dark Blue DualCap by twisting the cap counter clockwise.
2. Reconnect the IV line.
3. Discard DualCap per institutional guidelines after use.

A new Dark Blue DualCap should be placed on all male luer connectors each time the IV line is disconnected and not in use.

INDICATIONS FOR USE
When left in place for 30 seconds, the Dark Blue DualCap disinfects male luer connectors; thereafter the caps provide a physical barrier to contamination up to 7 days under normal conditions if not removed.

PRECAUTIONS
• Do not use if package is broken, torn or punctured.
• Do not re-use. Do not resterilize.
• Follow instructions for use and institutional guidelines for disposal.
• Do not store at extreme conditions.

This device is NOT made with Natural Rubber Latex.

INSTRUCTIONS

1. SEPARATE
2. CONNECT
3. DISINFECT
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Each sterile DualCap® contains 70% isopropyl alcohol.